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Welcome
Our 2017 cohort have now
attended a suite of short
courses in the first nine
months of their studentships.
They are now at sponsor
bases or on campus, and
busy with their projects.

We are in discussions with sponsors for
projects for the 2018 intake and we are
engaging with a number of high calibre
potential recruits who are interested
in joining us. Many of these interested
parties joined the Centre team for our
open day where we discussed possible
projects. Attendees could talk to potential
academic supervisors, and view our
extensive characterisation facilities.
We look forward to seeing you at
our conference in September.
Debbie Carpenter, CDT Administrator,
Prof Rob Dorey CDT Director,
Noelle Hartley CDT Manager.

Noelle
Manager,
EPSRC CDT in MiNMaT

MiNMaT – alive, kicking, and ready for the future
There has been a great deal of activity around the
latest EPSRC call for Centres for Doctoral Training
which has now entered the second phase of
full proposals being required. The University led
on 6 proposals, and was involved in a further 2,
including a materials focussed one which was
unfortunately not selected to be taken forward.
For those working on the proposal this was
very disappointing, but it should be noted that
this was not about MiNMaT and any perception
that MiNMaT has come to an end is very far
from the truth. In fact, unlike all the Centres
being proposed, MiNMat is guaranteed to be
here until the end of 2022. We are actively

recruiting projects and students this year and
will continue to do so next year and beyond. It
is worth remembering that the current bidding
round is to receive EPSRC funding to support,
not fully fund, a Centre. More importantly it is not
about seeking permission to run a Centre. As
such MiNMaT is perfectly capable of operating
well beyond 2022 and having built up an
enviable track record in collaborative research
and excellent postgraduate training there is
a very strong drive that we do just that.

so that it retains its relevance. The University
of Surrey is involved in 5 full proposals for
ESPRC CDTs and it won’t be until November
that we find out how many will be approved.
It also has ambitious targets to double the
number of postgraduate research students. As
such Surrey’s doctoral training provision will
evolve and with it MiNMaT. One thing is certain
though - all of our current research engineers
and sponsoring partners will continue to receive
the same high quality MiNMaT experience.

In the future there will be changes, but this is
inevitable and MiNMaT has continually evolved in
the past and will continue to do so in the future

Prof Robert Dorey
Director
EPSRC CDT in MiNMaT
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2 What are our 2018 EngD Graduates doing now?

What are our
2 0 1 8 E N G D G R A D UAT E S

doing now?
The primary purpose of the MiNMaT EngD programme is to train the
next generation of research leaders for industry. Our high quality
training programme and close collaboration with our industrial
sponsors means that our research engineers are exceptionally well
positioned to take up active roles in industry immediately after their
studies as demonstrated by our 2018 graduates.

TILL BUCHACHER

ADAM HEALEY

Till was sponsored by National
Physical Laboratory (NPL) and is now
a Senior Consultant, Data Science
at Mieschke Hofmann und Partner
(MHP), A Porsche Company.

Adam was sponsored by Lucideon,
where he worked briefly before
moving on to be a Research Engineer
at the National Composites Centre.

HARRY CRONIN
Harry was sponsored by DZP
Technologies Ltd and now
works as a Research and
Development Manager there.

DAMASO DE BONO
Damaso completed his doctorate
while employed by TWI and is a Senior
Project Leader for the company
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CHRISTOS MELIOS
Christos was sponsored by the National
Physical Laboratory and now works as
a Higher Research Scientist there.

ALEX RAINER
Alex was sponsored by Thames Water and
now works as a Mechanical Engineer for
the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE)
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Dr Harry Cronin, Dr Ana Yong, Dr Gerald Watt, Dr Christos Melios, Dr David Williams, Prof Robert Dorey,
Dt Damaso De Bono, Dr Adam Healey, Dr Alex Rainer, Dr Robin Simpson, Dr James Tonks

ROBIN SIMPSON

DAVID WILLIAMS

ANA YONG

Robin was sponsored by Thermo
Fisher Scientific and now works for
Thermo as an Applications Scientist.

David was sponsored by TWI and now
works at TWI as a Project Leader.

Ana was sponsored by NPL and works
there as a Higher Research Scientist.

JAMES TONKS
James was sponsored by AWE and now
works as a Mechanical Engineer there.

VADZIM YERMAKOU
Vadim was sponsored by LaFarge and
now works for Godel Technologies
as a Machine Learning Engineer.

GERALD WATT
Gerald was sponsored by TISICS and
now works as a Senior Mechanical
Engineer at OXTO Energy

surrey.ac.uk/minmat

4 The West Surrey Materials Society

THE WEST SURREY

Materials
society
It was a great pleasure to invite Dr Nick Brown,
an alumnus of the EPSRC Centre for Doctoral
Training in Micro and NanoMaterials and
Technologies (MiNMaT CDT), to come and
present on his current work to the West Surrey

MAKING THE MOST OF
MATERIALS IN F1, BY
DR NICK BROWN,
MCLAREN RACING LTD.

Materials Society. Nick gave a fascinating
overview of the materials used in F1, providing
an introduction that was of interest to the
whole audience, which ranged from F1 fans
with little knowledge of materials to experts
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with little knowledge of F1. Watching the
videos of structures being tested in the
lab and on the track, it was obvious that
the car is reliant on the synergy between
material performance and good design.

Highlighting our Cluster Research Teams 5

HIGHLIGHTING TWO OF OUR
CLUSTER RESEARCH TEAMS
THIS EDITION
M C L A R E N AU TO M OT I V E

Front row:
Alessandro Sorden
(McLaren),
Sam Kite,
Ghilane Bragagnolo,
Mathew Rutt,
Claudio Santoni
(McLaren)
Back row: Ignacio
Carranza Guisado,
Stefan Sedonja,
Phillip Kearney

THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY, NPL

Front Row:
Jasmine Bone,
Minal Patel,
Piers Turner,
Graham Sims (NPL)
Back row:
Daniel Flintoft,
Thomas Chamberlain,
Filipe Richheimer

surrey.ac.uk/minmat
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Competition
winners
Congratulations to Hollie Heard (Archer
Technicoat) who won ‘I’m an Engineer Get
Me Out of Here’ in the satellite zone!
https://about.imanengineer.org.uk/
The competition runs at various times
throughout the year and Hollie said:
“I can’t recommend it enough for any
and everyone to get involved in.”
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“

I CAN’T RECOMMEND IT ENOUGH
F O R A N Y A N D E V E RYO N E
TO G ET I NVOLVE D I N .
Hollie Heard
Archer Technicoat

”

I’m an Engineer, get me out of here’
is a two-week online and interactive
event that connects school children
with engineers and scientists from
different disciplines. It is an opportunity
for young people to engage with, and
learn about, a wide range of careers that
are not always taught in schools and
hopefully realise that us engineers are
all vaguely ‘normal’ people. Well, sort of.
Here’s how it works, you create a profile
on the competition website and then
participate in live chats with school
classes from all over the country, ranging
from 11-18, that are a quick-fire barrage
on any and every question you can
imagine; both specific science related,
career orientated or, as I seemed to
find, often food related. The sessions
are about half an hour long, and I’m
pretty sure they’ve increased my typing
speed dramatically. That’s not the only
opportunity the students have to ask
questions though, as they can post them
on the website for you to answer as and
when you can. But wait! Here’s where
things make it a little more interesting.....
While primarily a form of engagement,
(and hopefully inspiration for the next
generation of engineers), it’s also a
competition. Throughout the event, the
students vote for their favourite engineer,
and during week two the one with the
fewest is voted off daily until three
remain to battle it out in the Friday finale.
From these three, the engineer with the
most votes is heralded the winner! The
prize, I hear you ask, is £500 to be used
for public engagement and outreach
activities for example: buying Lego,
(yes Emma Ryan I am talking to you).

Having not managed to get ‘out and
about’ as much as I would have liked
for such activities recently, I decided to
take part in the March 2018 competition.
I was placed in the ‘Satellite Zone’ with
five other space related engineers, as I
can often still be found referring to myself
as a ‘Master of rocket science’ from my
previous study before the EngD. This was
a tough group of incredible engineers
who it was a privilege to get to know
over the two-week period as well as the
hundreds of students I spoke with.
When I signed up to take part having
a heard a little about the event, I was
definitely underprepared for how fastpaced the chats would be or the level of
interest and enthusiasm from all those
involved. I have been blown away by all the
schools and students that took part; their
questions, their passion and the efforts
they all made to pose us some tricky and
interesting questions! In both the chats
and the ask area, I was constantly amazed
at the varied, insightful, (and sometimes
hilarious), questions we received.
The enthusiasm of all those taking part was
infectious. I would spend hours answering as
many questions as possible and look forward
to each and every chat and the surprising
things that may come up. I got so many space
and materials related questions, discussed
my research, and informed all those taking
part about the EngD as part of my, and
potentially their own, career path that once
you started it was impossible to not get a
little carried away. The competition rekindled
my passion for engineering, inspired me,
and offered me new perspectives and
information on a whole range of topics.

Apparently, I was vaguely ‘normal’ and
interesting too, as was I fortunate enough
to be voted the winner, although I’m still
not entirely sure how. One thing you put
in your profile, and are often asked, is how
you will spend the ‘prize’. For me, after a
little thought I decided I wanted to create an
‘astronaut training pack’ that can be taken
into/lent to schools, so they can participate
in Mission X. This is in an international
space agency programme that combines
science, experimentation and exercise
and nutrition to teach young people about
space in as inclusive and diverse a way as
possible. It also means I get to go out and
source some awesome astronaut ‘stuff’
and will be taking a chunk of the prize
money to Kennedy Space Center in early
May while I’m fortunate enough to be in
Orlando presenting on my research at the
Society of Vacuum Coaters TechCon 2018.
So, I’m off to browse the Kennedy Space
Center online shop some more. Before
I do, I think it was on the final day of the
event, in one of the chats, someone sent
me a comment that simply said, ‘you’ve
inspired me to be an engineer’. A simple
sentence, but one that makes every
second of the competition, all studying
and effort, and putting ourselves and our
passions out into the world worthwhile.
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Conferences
and seminars
I attended the International Conference
for Ceramics and Advanced composites
in January of this year. The conference
showcases forward-thinking research
and product developments in advanced
ceramics, armour ceramics, solid oxide
fuel cells, ceramic coatings, bioceramics,
and more. Because my research is
heavily focused on ceramic coatings,
this seemed like a perfect conference
to attend. It also has a track record for
ceramic materials for nuclear energy,
which my poster was entered for. I

ED WILLIAMSON
ATTENDED THE
CONFERENCE
FOR CERAMICS
AND ADVANCED
COMPOSITES IN
DAYTONA, FLORIDA

was fortunate enough to have funding
for this conference from the Royal
Commission for the Exhibition of 1851.

researching in my field; something
I could not have achieved without
attending an international conference.

I learnt a great deal from the
conference, not only from the schedule
of talks but also from the interactions
I had from my poster stand. This has
given me new ideas for tests and
showed how best to present the data
I’m likely to acquire. The poster session
gave me an excellent opportunity to
network with scientists and engineers

The Daytona Beach location, on the
east coast of Florida, was fantastic.
Certainly, it was a whole lot hotter than
the UK with temperatures hitting 25
degrees on one day. With the 24 hour
Daytona race taking place while I was
there, a lot of the teams taking part
had launch parties at the hotel I was
staying, in which was certainly very fun!
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10 Conferences and Seminars attended

CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS ATTENDED
Scott Mathews (Dstl)

5—10 Nov

iDICs conference

Barcelona

Nathan Cassidy (Ionoptika)

13—17 Nov

ISSNTT conference

Japan

Sam Henderson (Forest Research)

6-7 Dec

PRACE conference

Brussels

Joe Hall (Syngenta)

12 Dec

McBain Medal lecture

London

Nathan Cassidy (Ionoptika)

5—6 Jan

UKSAF

Brighton

Joe Howard (Rolls Royce)

30—31 Jan

MAPP conference

Sheffield

Beau Bussell (PQL)

21 Feb

IOM3 seminar

London

THE 2018
AAEES HONOREES
I N T E R N AT I O N A L
H O N O R A RY
MEMBER
One or more International Honorary
Members may be selected each year by the
Academy’s Board of Trustees by affirmative
vote of at least two-thirds of its members.
The individual so honoured possesses one
or more of the following characteristics: has
attained a position of eminence in the field of
environmental and/or human health protection
internationally or in his or her country; has
made a single noteworthy contribution to
the advancement of environmental and/
or human health protection in a specific
area internationally or in his or her country;
or has rendered outstanding service
over a long period of time resulting in the
advancement of environmental and/or
human health protection internationally or
in his or her country. International Honorary
Members were established in 2014.
Professor Steve Burnage, PPSEE,
CEng, CEnv, Hon.FSEE, FIMechE

Steve is registered with the Engineering
Council (UK) as a chartered Engineer (CEng),
as well with the Society for the Environment
(UK) as a Chartered Environmentalist (CEnv).
He is an Honorary Fellow of the UK Society of
Environmental Engineers (SEE) and a Fellow
of the UK Institute of Mechanical Engineers.
He is recently retired from Lockheed Martin
UK, where he was Head of Engineering
Integrity and an LM Fellow in recognition for
his work in Composite Material Development,
Application, Analysis and Disposal. He
is currently a Professor at the University
of Surrey (UK) and sits on the Centre of
Doctoral Training (CDT) Steering Group.
He has, for more than 20 years, been an active
member of the UK Society of Environmental
Engineers (SEE), including three years
as President. He is currently Chairman
of the SEE Education and Membership
Committee as well as a member of the Main
Council. He is currently focusing his effort
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on promoting environmental engagement
amongst licensed, certified and registered
environmental engineers and scientists
working with their associated National
and International professional bodies. He
is active in expanding the definition of
‘environmental engineering’ within the SEE
to encompass those engineers and scientists
who manage the impact of the environment
on the performance of engineering systems,
along with how engineering systems
impact the health of the environment.
He was awarded this years’ International
Honorary Member of AAEES for his thoughtful
leadership in bringing together diverse
approaches to environmental engineering and
science to protect the environment; for his
pioneering leadership integrating sustainability
into the practice of environmental engineering
and science in the UK; and for his sustained
leadership advancing the professional practice
of environmental engineering and science.
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CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS ATTENDED
Joe Howard (Rolls Royce)

17—20 June

AMPM conference

Texas

Emma Ryan (Lockheed Martin)

17—21 June

ICCA conference

Montreal

Ignacio Carranza Guisado (McLaren)

24—28 June

ECCM18

Athens

Chirnjeev Nagi (QinetiQ)

24—28 June

ECCM18

Athens

Ghilane Bragagnolo (McLaren)

24—28 June

ECCM18

Athens

Cerise Edwards (Dstl)

24—28 June

ECCM18

Athens

Christopher Dighton (BAE)

24—28 June

ECCM18

Athens

Samuel Kite (McLaren)

24—28 June

ECCM18

Athens

Edward Williamson (Rolls Royce)

22—27 July

CMCEE

Singapore

Piers Turner (NPL)

10—14 Sept

Graphene Week

Spain

Annual
CONFERENCE

reminder

We look forward to welcoming all academics,
industrialists, and research engineers to the
Centre for Doctoral Training (CDT) in Micro and
NanoMaterials and Technologies (MiNMaT)

Annual Conference on Thursday 27 September
2018 at the Holiday Inn, Guildford. Please
save the date in your diaries. A schedule for
the event will be issued nearer the time.
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8490-0518

EPSRC CENTRE FOR DOCTORAL TRAINING
IN MICRO- AND NANOMATERIALS
AND TECHNOLOGIES
University of Surrey
Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XH, UK
T: +44 (0)1483 683467
E: n.hartley@surrey.ac.uk

Disclaimer
We’ve made all reasonable efforts to ensure that the information in this publication was correct
at the time of going to print in July 2018, but we can’t accept any liability for any inaccuracies in
the information published, and the information might change from time to time without notice.
For the latest and most up-to-date information, please visit our website at: surrey.ac.uk

